
Éric McLewis (see his biography) is an experienced piper settled in France. His Scots Wha Hae show, named after  
the famous Burns’ song, brings Scotland in the heart of your event. Dressed in a traditional Scottish outfit, he will play 
with the Great Highland Bagpipe all the famous tunes that you expect from a piper. 
Concerts, weddings, traditional Scottish events, birthdays, ceremonies, etc., there’s always an opportunity to appreciate 
bagpipe and other Celtic instruments and make your event unforgettable.  

A Piper For Your Wedding : piping in/out the church, leading the procession, playing during the cocktail 
Traditional Scottish Events : Burns Night, St Andrew, Highland Games 
Musical Wanderings with Bagpipe : local festivities, markets, fairs, ceremonies, parades, processions, etc. 
Festivals : welcoming the audience, musical interludes, concert on main stage, various renditions around the festival, 
musical wanderings, etc. 
Celtic concert in church or concert hall 
Misc. : St Patrick, birthdays, parties, gigs for seminars, cocktails, pub sessions, baptisms, ceremonies, funerals, etc. 

Repertoire :  Slow Airs, Gaelic Airs, Laments, Marchs, Retreat Airs, Scottish Dances.  
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YouTube - an evening with Scots Wha Hae :

https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/index.html
https://ericmclewis.bandcamp.com/
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/scotswhahae.html
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/biographie.html
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/scottish-outfit.html
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/wedding-bagpipe.html
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/concert-scotswhahae.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jF3doU47aYs


Éric McLewis’ mother is born Lewis : this name is both connected with the MacLeod Of Lewis Clan and with the Stuart Of 
Bute, a « sept » of the Clan Stewart. So the MacLeod tartan or the Royal Stewart one are both used : 

1- MacLeod Of Lewis 

Weddings, concerts, Burns nights, St Andrew, private gigs,... 
 
2- Royal Stewart Modern 

Wearing a Royal Stewart tartan (modern colours) is also a way to put forward the strong bounds 
between Scotland and France : as you know, it comes from the Royal House of Scotland and the early 
Steward of Dol de Bretagne (France-Brittany) and Scotland (12th century). 
For musical wanderings, weddings, ceremonies, Highland Games, Festivals,... 

An outfit for each gig ! 

       MacLeod Of Lewis                   Royal Stewart Modern 

So, if  you want to find a piper as if you were right in Scotland : contact at edmaclewis@gmail.com
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https://ericmclewis.bandcamp.com/
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/scotswhahae.html
mailto:edmaclewis@gmail.com?subject=scots%20wha%20hae
https://www.ericdentinger.com/en/index.html

